
ROBERT BREWSTER
ATTORNEY AT LAW
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14, 10

Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission
Records Center
1 S. Evergreen
Olympia,

By E-Mail
records@utc.wa.gov

Dr. S.W.

Re: Enclosed Wholesale Water Agreement

Dear WUTC Records Staff:

Enclosed your review is a entitled Amended Whoiesa!e
Supply Agreement, which is to at the direction Jim , a WUTC
Regulatory Analyst The agreement has been Enterprises,
("LEI"), which owns and operates the public water system known as CAL

by the Goss Lakeridge Acres Association ("GLAA"), a loca!,
association, which currently water residences
members. The project in the result in an

CAL system . Upon
project and at the time the CAL Waterworks system was ready
GLAA, the GLAA's two existing go The
members with the water it obtained CAL Waterworks, but in

GLAA policies, procedures and rates water

The agreement terms are the result several months discussion which
involved a professional engineer (George PE), staff of the State Departments
Health (DOH and DWSRF) Ecology (DOE) and the Public Board, and
party has consulted its own attorney as needed the process. In
agreement, enclosed is a compilation several assessor's maps,

locations of the existing CAL two existing the
route of a proposed six-inch main extension connecting the CAL Waterworks
line with the GLAA main line, a wholesale the CAL
area and the plat Goss Acres (the GLAA service

The main line extension be installed GLAA through financing
provided by a DWSRF loan, which originally was to permit GLAA to
its existing water system as needed excessive arsenic in the water.
indicated enclosed excerpts from a preliminary project report George

cost GLAA CAL
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would be approximately $143,600, in contrast
provide for arsenic removal from two existing

describes other benefits of the
project. Because the intertie project
Health and Ecology, representatives of
letters, which! have enclosed a letter from
president. As a part of the intertie project, the
installed at the point of intertie between
new six-inch main line to be installed the

it

An agreement is being used in this situation
agreement provides for matters the
related to the main line extension/intertie
intended to be permanent, rather than

because
duties

The agreement is
investment
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required by the GLAA for the main extension, which no
purpose connecting the GLAA system CAL Waterworks system; the

withdrawal point for the GLAA's rights already been
DOE the Waterworks weil; the

decommission eventually abandon (in DOE
existing wells, thereby leaving the GLAA its own water source.

if i can provide any further
please !et me know phone or

or in

REB:gb
Ene!.

Client
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